These are the stories of slaves or their suffering or degradation assigned to 3401 Lee Parkway.
ST refers to the book, "Slave Testimonies: Two Centuries of Letters, Speeches, Interviews, and
Autobiographies," edited by John W. Blassingame, Louisiana State University Press, 1977. The number
following is the page number in which the account starts, but not necessarily the page in which the following
AS refers to the book, "American Slavery As It Is," by Theodore Dwight Weld, published by the American
Anti-Slavery Society in 1839. I am using a DocSouth reprint by the University Press of North Carolina. You
can also download an original at www.archive.org.
ST , 22. Phebe Brownrigg writes farewell letter to daughter since she has been sold away.
ST , 23. Slave George is burnt alive as a result of his efforts to preach the Gospel.
ST , 46. Sargry Brown writes her husband that she might be sold away soon, to quick visit before she is gone.
ST , 87. Emily Russel writes her mother that she in the slave market to be sold away and feels "desolate."
ST , 91. Call for prayers for Thomas Sims who was captured in Boston and will be sent back to slavery.
ST , 95. James Phillips writes his wife to hurry and find a local buyer before he is sold away.
ST , 119. Louisa Alexander's owner, enraged, refuses to sell her to her husband, wishes he could chop up
ST , 124. Slave's head is cut off for spilling gravy. Eight slaves locked in barn in winter and die of the cold.
ST , 167. Stephen Pembroke tells of the brutality of slavery, a slave is whipped, dies, and his corpse whipped.
ST , 338. Tom Wilson's legs torn into by bloodhounds will he is trying to run away, shot and then branded.
ST , 371. A female slave is whipped, hot wax dripped on lacerations since she burnt the edge of some waffles.
ST , 429. J.H. Bland tells that it is an everyday occurrence that slaves are whipped to death.
ST , 440. George Ramsey's wife and children are sold away.
ST , 454. Mary Ann Wyatt had 12 children, 7 were sold way, her owner extorts money so the rest aren't sold.
ST, 502. Slave crying that her husband is being sold away and as punishment her baby is thrown into pen of
ST, 506. Pregnant Martha's Dickson is kicked and loses her child. Stripped and whipped at the slave market.
ST, 523. Albert Sidney tells of brutality. Runaways whipped and brine. Slow working slave shot.
AS, 61. Rev. Graham visits household where slaves are frequently and severely whipped.
AS, 65. William Poe tells of owner and wife who had 15 yr. old slave whipped to death and burned with hot
ST , 467. Robert E. Lee has Wesley Norris and his sister whipped and brine poured on lacerations.
ST , 467. Robert E. Lee has Wesley Norris and his sister whipped and brine poured on lacerations.
AS , 111. Dr. Channing tells of a dying slave left to lie on the hard floor and the inhumanity of slave holders.
AS , 112. Sarah Grimke tells of old and sick slaves cast out by their owners when they could no longer work.
AS , 113. George Avery about the barbarity of doctors and experiments in treating slaves.
AS , 114. A.A. Guthrie tells of slave in childbirth for over a day without assistance in filthy hut.
AS , 115. Rev. Mouton tells how slaves who are sick are whipped, left to die without aid, or doctors.
AS , 128. Lemuel Sappington tells of the cruelties of slavery. Slave jumps overboard to drown himself.
AS , 130. Nancy Lowry describes the beatings and whippings of slaves and their deaths.
AS , 133. H. White describes the appalling housing of the slaves, frequent whippings and sexual exploitation.
AS , 135. John Nelson tells of his family's slaves being whipped and subject to brutality.
AS , 151. Newpaper discussion of how family members have to watch severe whippings of each other silently.
AS , 152. Dr. Buchanan tells of the common brutality committed against slaves including thumbscrews.
AS , 154. C.C. Robin on enraged whippings and beatings of slaves.
AS , 155. Rev. Rankin tells of slaves being whipped for days to the extent wounds are cut to the bone.
AS , 157. B. Swain on the cruelty of slavery.
AS , 159. Rev. Thome on the misery and cruelties of slavery.
AS , 159. Letter to the editor of the misery and cruelties of being sold south.
AS , 160. Presb. Synod. Kent. On the cruelties and misery of slavery.
AS , 160. Asa Stone, on severe whippings being common, the practice of salt and red pepper rubbed into
AS , 161. Rev. Sadd testifies that "barbarous cruelties" are inflicted, including whippings and thumbscrews.

AS , 163. A table of newspaper accounts documenting brutalities inflicted on slaves.
AS , 164. A table of newspaper accounts documenting brutalities inflicted on slaves.
AS , 165. A table of newspaper accounts documenting brutalities inflicted on slaves.
AS , 166. Rev. Curtiss described a whipping and beating until the slave "was in a complete gore of blood."
AS , 166. David Hawley about a slave's mother whipped to death.
AS , 166. Samuel Ellison. Slaves whipped to death. Screams heard a mile away as a common occurance.
AS , 166. Maj. Nye tells of a whipping which laid 2 and 1/2 inch cuts at each stroke.
AS , 167. Stephen Maltby tells of whippings including a boy of 8 to 12 "severely whipped."
AS , 167. J.G. Baldwin tells of a severe whipping for trifling offense and beating of free African American.
AS , 168. Abraham Bell tells of the frequent whippings and scarred backs of slaves working on rail roal
AS , 168. Alonzo Barnard tells of frequent, cruel whippings. A woman "been delivered of child" because of it.
AS , 169. Rev. Savery describes a whipping and the slave owner enraged by Savery asking the whipping be
stopped.
AS , 170. Col. Ellesworth. A slave is whipped nearly to death on suspicion of theft.
AS , 170. John Moorehead describes whippings and their common extent.
AS , 171. W. Dustin describes a cruel whipping, then the slave's ear is nailed to tree, in the morning found
AS , 172. Alfred Wilkinson describes 12 slaves whipped serverly for not getting enough work done.
AS , 172. Account by former defender of slaveholders of visting the slave states and seeing horrible crueties.
AS , 173. Gerrit Smith describes the scarred backs of two fugitives.
AS , 175. Rev. Ranking tells of a sick slave severely whipped for not keeping up with work who then dies.
AS , 176. Mr. Miller describes the horrible mutilations on a girl 8 to 10 years old.
AS , 177 George Roebuck describes the wound done on the back of a slave girl done by a hot clothing iron.
AS , 178. Thomas Larrimer describes whippings and cruelties.
AS , 179. Mr. Glidden, about the severe whipping of a slave.
AS , 181. Issac Knapp describes the torture of a slave with whipping, burning embers, left in the cold and
AS , 186. George Westgate describes whippings, burnings, and sexual exploitation.
AS , 188. Table slaves with iron collars, chains, hobbles, etc. inflicted upon them.
AS , 189. Table slaves with iron collars, chains, hobbles, etc. inflicted upon them.
AS , 190. Table slaves with iron collars, chains, hobbles, etc. inflicted upon them.
AS , 191. John M. Nelson describes house slave with an iron collar having prongs that enclose her head in a
AS , 193. Mr. Curtis describes a slave with an iron gag in his mouth who drinks by immersing his head in the
AS , 193. Jonathan Baldwin describes a leg with putrefaction due to iron around, iron split with a hammer.
AS , 196. Testimoney of a Virginia about the misery of slaves chained and marched to the south.
AS , 197. James Paulding describes naked black children overheated by the sun in a cart being taken south.
AS , 198. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 199. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 200. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 201. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 202. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 203. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 204. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 205. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 206. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 207. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 208. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 209. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 210. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.

AS , 211. Table of tortures and punishments to individual slaves.
AS , 213. Table of slaves with teeth knocked out.
AS , 214. Table of slaves with teeth knocked out.
AS , 215. George Chapman describes slaves underfed and worked to extremes and whipped till drenched in
AS , 217. Stephen Sewall describes whippings and a whipped slave being cut up with a knife.
AS , 218. Wm. Ladd tells of a owner that had whipped 3 or 4 slaves to death and put a slave girl's hand into
the fire.
AS , 219. Gerrit Smith relates of a slave whipped 500 times, of slaves being burnt alive with straw.
AS , 220. Dr. Nelson tells of a girl whose hand is "half-cooked" in boiling water for a trifling mistake.
AS , 220. Henry H. Loomis describes a slave found in the woods with arms and legs burned almost to a
AS , 220. John Clarke describes slave owner whose wife caused the death of six servants and crippled
AS , 222. Rev. Hodges describes a 500 lash whipping lacerating a slaves back. Says it is common in Virginia.
AS , 223. Calvin Tate. Slave whipped so that she falls ill and on the floor and is tormented with hot tongs and
AS , 223. Rev. Renshaw tells of slaves picking tobacco worms forced to eat the ones they missed.
AS , 224. Nancy Judd tells of slave having large cats tied to his naked body flogged to tear into the slave.
AS , 224 Rev. Hopkins tells of a old slave getting whipped for praying in his master's garden.
AS , 225. Dr. de Moyne tells of a slave left in a field to die without medical attention.
AS , 226. Mr. Spillman a slave tied to a horse and forced to run on a hot day and who exhausted fainted and
AS , 227. Mr. Cole tells of one slave whipped to death in 3 days, and the slave's husband drowning himself.
AS , 227. Mr. Birdseye about a slave whipped and torn by dogs and who died.
AS , 229. Mr. Child a slave is whipped for being late and delivers a dead infant while being lashed.
AS , 230. Rev. Wilson describes a slave shot and whipped to death.
AS , 230. Rev. Wilson describes slave whose leg is shot and broken, mended by a doctor, then crushed by
AS , 231. Wm. Willis relates the casue of Mdm. La Laurie who inflicted such horrors that I fear to know
AS , 232 David Hawley relates a slave beaten and pulled behind a horse so closely the hooves struck him.
AS , 233 Issac Fuller relates of a slave whipped 500 times and hot burning embers thrown on him.
AS , 234 Mr. Rankin relates a slave women being sold away jumping from a boat twice to drown herself and
whipped.
AS , 234. Mr. Hansborough describes a slave driven on the road on a hot day until the slaved dropped down
AS , 234. Rev. Dickey describes a slave cut with an axe in pieces starting at the feet and "gradually" working
AS , 245. Rev. Francis Hawley describes a whipped slave left behind and dyring of exposure.
AS , 246. Rev. Hawley tells of a slave mother who loses her mind and screems when her son is sold away.
AS , 246 Rev. Hawley tells of overseer who knocks a slave boy off a horse which fractures and kills the boy.
AS , 246. Rev. Hawley tells of a cursing drunken slave owner whipping two slave owners.
AS , 247. Rev. Hawley tells of 12 slaves who died after being forced to work in water in winter.
AS , 249 Rueben Macy tells of a cruel whipping of a slave for giving an answer that the mistress thought
AS , 250 Rueben Macy tells of whippings because a clothing trunk got wet.
AS , 251. Richard Macy tells of whippings.
AS , 253. William Scott tells of slaves whipped for not picking enough cotton and their hovels.
AS , 254. William Scott tells of a slave whipped with blood flowing through the slave's trousers.
AS , 255. William Scott tells of a slave whipped for bring the wrong candles.
AS , 257. Rev. Scales tells of a slave owner killing his "his best -- most faithful" slave in a "gust of passion."
AS , 259. Mr. Ide tells of a slave whipped who crawled into the celler and then died.
AS , 261. Rev. Smith tells of two slaves of of which died and the other later recovered, and their death
AS , 265. Mr. Bliss tells of a slave whipped because the stitches were too long in her sewing.
AS , 269. Mr. Bliss describes an instrument of torture, a block with nails which slaves must stand on
AS , 270. Wm. Scales tells of slaves worked without food for two days. Never saw a slave back without scars.
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272. T.D.M. and F.C. Macy, A sick slave is whipped and sent to the fields but drops dead on the way.
277. Thomas Ritter describes slaves being whipped. "Echoes of the lash reverberating in the woods."
278. Thomas Ritter describes another slave being whipped.
278. Thomas Ritter describes slaves being punished by having dogs set upon them and one badly bitten
279. Thomas Ritter describes slaves worked beyond endurance and whipped, some fleeing and hunted.
280. Thomas Ritter describes a slave put in stocks which tormented him and then branded with hot
400. Rev. Cornelius tells of a slave whose foot froze because he was kept without adequate heat or
417. Rev. Renshaw tells of young babies at their mother's breast sold away from their mothers.
425. S.C. Medical College prospectus boasting of the availability of slave corpses for dissection.
425. S.C. Medical College have established a dept. of surgery to operate on slaves for the instruction of
433. Col. Means relates of slave whipped to death. Owner was acquitted and elected to legislature.

